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In our inaugural shortlist of high-achievers,
we celebrate the very best of innovative
and collaborative design from companies
both large and small
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Konig Colours

From Konig Design comes
Konig Colours, a non-toxic
paint range with eco
credentials. The range was
developed in repsonse to
frustration with available
paint shades, and a bespoke
matching service is also
available.

Fired Earth

A neat collaboration with
London Underground sees
Fired Earth introduce its
Underground 150 collection
based on the instantly
recognisable signage (such
as the one shown left) as
well as a striking Edwardian
(1903) range, based on the
Art Nouveau-inspired tiles
originally created by Leslie
Green to inject an Arts and
Crafts aesthetic to the then
new underground stations.

Flat emulsion, £36 for
2.5 litres, Konig Colours
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Mind the Gap tile, (68.4x 7.6 x
8cm) £74.99, Fired Earth
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Graham & Green

Championing the usually unseen
artistry behind wallpaper print –
Graham and Brown worked with
design journalist Barbara Chandler to
curate and mentor 13 designers from
illustration, fashion, print and textile
design to create its New Wave
collection of wallcoverings – bringing
art to walls at high street prices.
We applaud the approach and
particularly admire the attention to
detail on the Foxglove wallpaper
design by Lucinda Abell.

Liberty Art Fabrics

Three collections form the basis of Liberty
Art Fabrics’ new interiors offering: Nesfield,
Jubilee and Heritage. Each bears the
trademark Liberty style instigated in 1875.

Foxglove design wallpaper by Lucinda
Abell, £20 a 10-metre roll, from the New
Wave collection, Graham & Brown

Felix Raison, £115 a metre, Liberty Art Fabrics

As a textile geek, I was excited to see Nerium – a new weave
from Ian Sanderson. After a lapse of two generations, the
company has revived the technique of warp printing. This prints
the complete design on the warp threads (the ones that run
vertically on the loom) and then weaves the fabric with a neutral
coloured weft (the yarns that run horizontally under and over the
warp) to create a diffused shadowing in the finished cloth.
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Celia Rufey, interiors journalist

Fishes by De Gournay

This ethereal Fishes wallpaper, featuring handpainted Koi carp swimming with gilt
ground, shows outstanding artistry and is also directional in being amongst the first
and the best in encapsulating the renewed focus of interior companies looking to
the east – particularly to Japan, for design inspiration.
Fishes wallcovering, from £625 for a 915mm x 2,130mm roll, from the
Koi and Japanese collection, de Gournay
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